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‘Ready to Sell has completely delivered 100%, even
more so than I expected. Learning Prerna's
frameworks and methods for writing this copy, it's
really helped to refine my process and speed
things up for me when I'm doing my projects.’

- REBECCA VIGELIUS



The Client
REBECCA VIGELIUS

. .

 Rebecca Vigelius is a sales strategist and conversion

copywriter for leadership coaches, consultants, and health

practitioners. She helps her clients overcome the overwhelm

of traditional sales & marketing tactics to instead create

impactful, stress-free launches and sales systems.

Her motto: “simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” 
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The Challenge. .

As a conversion copywriter, Rebecca knew how to put together launch copy,

but confronting a blank page anew each time was costing her valuable time

on every client project. 
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Rebecca wanted to upgrade her skills and confidence in launch
strategy and copywriting. 

 Rebecca knew that in order to tackle this self-doubt, she needed to take her

launch strategy skills to a new level.

‘I like to start with some kind of framework when I'm doing things.
And my brain is very strategic. But I used to kind of struggle on how
to put that all together.’ 



The Solution. .

She was looking for in-depth, organized learning — the kind that would allow

her to focus, practice and hone her skills while running projects for clients. 

The frameworks she picked up inside Ready to Sell helped her see the plethora

of options for selling and organize her ideas for copywriting. 

She appreciated the supportive discussions and friendly feedback in the

Facebook group and in the copy docs she submitted for critique. 
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Rebecca decided to invest in learning how to write launch copy,
faster and with more confidence with Ready to Sell.

‘Ready to Sell has completely delivered 100%, even more

so than I expected. Prerna’s level of experience with this

type of work is so deep and expansive. The depth of

content/learning and high touch nature is like no other

course I've done. Getting an inside look at Prerna’s

copywriting and strategy brain was invaluable.’



The Results. .

 Even though Rebecca had written copy for launches before, she experienced

many lightbulb moments in Ready to Sell. 

The concepts Prerna taught — along with the group coaching calls, engaged

Facebook group, and insights from guest experts — have taken her conversion

copy skills to a new level, helping her attract and work with aligned clients. 

Now, instead of facing a blank page, Rebecca has frameworks and a starting

point when she sits down to write. She’s refined her process and writing faster. 

 Rebecca is also more confident having deeper, conversion-related, strategic

conversations with her clients, which then increases their confidence and trust

in her. 

‘Ready to Sell has been a confidence booster for me, not just in my

writing but in my strategy. I have a lot more confidence in how I speak

with my clients and the ideas that I present. It’s a beautiful cycle that I

owe to what I’ve learned through Ready to Sell.’

- REBECCA VIGELIUS
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YES, I’M REVENUE-READY
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Want to build momentum for your
growth on your own terms?

https://contentbistro.com/readytosell/
https://contentbistro.com/readytosell/

